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THE WORLD
VIEWED
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Recital
Tonight

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, MARCH 15, 19.33
It is regrettable that the everlasting feud between Florida and
California must ever and again attain the point of capitalizing upon
misfortune.
The sneering manner with which
newspapers of this state presented
. 1 i the dispatches from California
,' 1 itijis tendency toward sensational"**!! jjjng ordinary news is especially
'* ' evident in the smaller papers) relating to the recent earthquakes is
l") all but disgusting.

Key Society
Fred Lewis Pattee
|
Holds Final Meeting
ELECTIONS FOR Rollins
Accepts Position at RECITAL WILL
Of Term on Thursday
Breadloaf, Vermont]
Firit Payment of Trade
OFFICERS TAKES
CLOSE ARTIST
Certificates To ^e Made
PLACE APRIL le
SERIES TONIGHT

"sj The ordinary catastrophe of a Regulations For Voting Are
'''• tremor in Southern
California
Passed By Student
••1) yiijch kills a hundred persons will
Council Friday
always command twice the amount
""i of space in any small Florida paAt the meeting of the Student
per that a ship explosion killing
five hundred will command, unless Council on Friday, March 10, the
the California climate is somehow following rules and regulations
concerning the election of the pres•^ at the bottom of the latter.
This does not mean that the same ident, vice president and secretary
!'"•: underhanded advantage is not tak- of the Student Association were
V, j„ |,y the arch-enemy of our state passed and are valid for the elec• in the event of the too-common tion of student officers this spring
''t hurricanes and other difficulties for the year, 1933-34.
I which occur in this region; neithArticle 1. The date of the elec'H er does the fact that both parties
tion shall be on Wednesday, April
H are equally guilty exonerate eith19 from 8 A. M. until 4 P. M.
er from all blame for violation of
Article 2. Petitions shall be
^ common good sportsmanship. The
handed in at the dean's office by
custom of exaggerating the other
the close of the school day on Wed' fellow's faults is likely to bring
nesday, April 12th. A petition
~'i an inquiry as to why one is not
must be signed by the candidate
'H busy tooting his own horn.
which it supports and must contain
If newspapers would devote as
a minimum of forty-five (45)
uch time to self-improvement,
names of supporters and a maxi^ and if the people of each communmum of one-hundred (100) names.
ity would not unduly bemoan the
If two or more petitions contain
sad fate of another, especially when
the same names, the names shall
that "fate" is due to perfectly natbe erased from each petition.
ural causes, both the publications
Article 3. A candidate may not
and the pedple themselves would
sign any petition other than his
benefit.
own.
As this is written reports are
Article 4. The candidates for ofstill received by radio of continued
fices of the Student Association
[ shocks in the stricken area, but must be in the upper division by
! latest available information is as the time their petitions are handed
follows:
in at the dean's office, which can150 are dead and thousands in- not be later than April 12.
jured, most of them only super- i Article 5. The candidates for
ficially, by a series of earth shocks president of Student Association
which began at 6 o'clock, Friday, must be males. The vice president
March 10, and continued intermit- and secretary are usually females.
tently throughout the evening; ocPetitions may be circulated becasional additional quakes were ginning on Tuesday, March 28th,
felt during the days following the the day following the return from
first tremor, although none prior spring vacation.
to Sunday had wrecked any great
Artcile 2 which has limited the
havoc.
number of names on any one petiDuring the evening following the tion is very important. This has
quake, communication lines were been done in order to permit all
down between all northern and petitions to obtain thi
eastern points and Los Angeles. number of forty-five (45)
Contacts were established soon af- of supporters.
ter the opening shock by shortOn Friday morning, April 14th,
wave radio, and the early editions
the candidates for president of the
of urban newspapers carried only
Student Association, shall meet at
the versions of the disaster culled
a Student assembly, and vigorously
from these short messages.
explain their respective platforms.
At midnight a news broadcast
was made via the nationwide hookup of the National Broadcasting
Company from its Los Angeles
station, KFI, and a complete and
authentic version supplied to the
country; radio stations through, out the nation remained on the air
I all night to furnish listeners with
j the latest news and death-lists
[ from the stricken areas.
"Where Are the Goal-Posts"
1 Centering around Long Beach,
Is Topic of Sermon
] the quake disrupted all power lines
there and sent the populace into
the open as the quakes continued.
Dr. William S. Beard spoke at
Windows were shattered in down- the chapel service Sunday morning
town Los Angeles, but lew lives on the topic, "Where Are the Goalwere lost in that city, and all P o s t s ? " He compared life to a
connections with the outside world football game in which it is essenwere soon reestablished.
tial for the players to know where
Many hazards were formed by the goal posts are, in order that
'he oilfields and gasoline storage they might have even a slight
reservoirs. The derricks in many chance for success. Few people
sections were overturned, and in seem to know just where they are
some fields fire broke out; in Los or if they are. He cited the play,
Angeles, a gigantic gasoline tank "Holiday" as an example of the
was burst by the quake and its situation in which youth was very
rantents poured into the city's sev- certain of the direction in which it
*?e system, but the disruption of did not want to travel and was tnpower transmisison lines prevented creasingly confident of what its
I ' general conflagration from re- goal was. A test, Dr. Beard said,
of what is worth while to make
sulting.
Small permanent damage result- one's goal is to hunt out a day in
, *<1 from the first shocks, and only your life which seems to have been
i '™ fear of further tremors pre- best spent. One is sure to dist vented the resumption of business cover that it was a day in which
you worked hardest for someone
I « usual.
else.

DB,BEI1BB TALKS

"The way to find the goal post,"
Occurrences in the banking sit; "ation are so quickly made out of he said, "is to live." "A satisfac""thing that it is futile to attempt tory theory is never born any« timely report of the work of Sec- j where," but in experience. "Get
fetary of the Treasury Woodin in your philosophy of life through livco-operation with President Roose- ing." The opening sentences of the
service were read by Arthur Welvelt.
The widespread moratorium had, lington. The Rollins Male Quartet
furnished the music for the
"le strong and slightly unexpect«i effect upon the country at large; choral interlude and the chapel
choir
sang Beethoven's "The Heav'"convenient as it was, it was sensational enough to impress even ens are Telling." Genevive Greer
'lie dullest minds with the truth read a responsive psalm, and the
"< activity in the White House, Bible reading was given ijy Gordon
(Continued on page 2)

A resolution was passed Thursday noon, at a meeting of the Key
Society in the Conservatory of Music, approving a prospectus for all
RoUin courses to be prepared in
detail. This resolution was based
on opinions secured from professors
and students on the feasibility of
adopting a contract plan or a prospectus.
The resolution empowered the
secretary of the society to communicate such findings to the faculty
of "the college, through Dean Winslow S. Anderson.
Secretary-Treasurer Jean Fullington, reported that there is
$36.81 in cash at hand. A movement was made and passed to turn
$25 of that amount in to Treasurer E. T. Brown, as«an emergency
loan fund for Rollins students. The
society hopes to add to this amount
if conditions permit.

LEFEIIBE MEETS
SOGIOLOey GLASS

First advance payment of trade certificates, issued by the
.Student Publications Union of Rollins College, will be made to
merchants who surrender such certificates at the Trade Certificate desk in Carnegie Hall this afternoon at 3:30 P. M. or
tomorrow afternoon from 1 to 3:30 P. M.
The basis on which certificates will be redeemed has been
announced as follows:
1. In return for surrendered certificates receipts in full
will be issued for any accounts owed any student publications.
2. A portion of certificates over accounts owed to publications will be redeemed in United States currency.
It will be the policy of the Union to make advance cash payments just as fast as it is able to collect on checks and other
security deposited for the trade certificates issued. In this instance, however, currency has been advanced to make this early
initial redemption possible to aid merchants. Certificates are
not actually payable in cash until May 15, although any merchant can apply it on any account owed a publication at any
time.
Students, faculty and members of the administration may
still receive more certificates by presenting checks or other
adequate security at the Trade Certificate desk in Carnegie Hall
this afternoon at 3:30; Thursday from 1 to 2:30 and 3:30; and
Friday from 10 to 11:30 A. M.
Monday, when the certificates were first issued, over $200
of the scrip was issued. Tuesday over $100 -was issued. The
first issue of the scrip calls for a total of $500 to be issued if
necessary.

Noted Investment Authority
Speaks Last Thursday
"The trouble with we Americans
today is that we are doers and not
thinkers," said Edwin Lefevre, author, of Wall Street stories in the
Saturday Evening Post, in a talk
Thursday morning before a group
of students from the Investment
and Sociology Class at Rollins College.
"No business man," he declared,
"is interested in the philosophy of
his business. All he is interested
in is how many machines he needs
to do the work in mass production."
He insisted that people should analyze the problem before acting.
Mr. Lefevre then summed up four
reasons for analyzing a problem,
which were: what is it, why is it,
what about it, and what are you
going to d o ? "
In discussing the depressifiji, Mr,
Lefevre stated that this economic
situation of today started with the
World War. "We have all thought
and acted in millions, and now we
just can't go back and live within
our means," he sai3. "One of the
prime factors of unemployment,"
he asserted, "was the production
of the automobile in mass production methods. Today," he said, "we
do not work together. Every man
is out for himself,"
When asked what he thought
about the banking situation, Mr.
Lefevre stated that he was rather
surprised that more banks did not
fail of the many thousands that are
in existence a t the present time.
"The true causes of failure," he
said, "were incompetency and, in
some cases, dishonesty." He cited
several instances concerning the
incompetency of some bankers he
had known in the north. "Why,
if the chairman of the National
City Bank in New York had done
what he did abroad, he would have
been put in jail by this time," he
said. "As it is now, Mr. Mitchell
has not even been asked to resign
am his clubs."
Mr. Lefevre closed his discussion
th a review of the credit situation and its relation to the foreign
hange.

POLICESPEAKIN jBEBKELEySQBABE'
l E l I N G TOBAY
Central Florida Officials Lay Mize Comments On Latest
Workshop Production
Stress On Safe Driving
The need for safe, sane and
courteous driving was stressed this
morning both to students and faculty. The meeting held today in
the Annie Russell Theater was
sponsored by O. D. K, in the interests of Rollins' car and motorcycle owners and pedestrains of
the town and college.
The speakers were Mayor Treat,
Chief Robertson, of Orlando, and
Chief Hale, of Winter Park. All
three speakers expressed their appreciation to Rollins students for
attacking this problem on their
own initiative.
The two police chiefs outlined
the general traffic laws of Winter
Park and Orlando, and then answered questions about the laws.
It was pointed out that arrests
were brought upon drivers by their
own negligence. Much time, money
and good will is lost when such a
program is forced upon the authorities.
At the close of the meeting
windshield stickers, printed with
the words Safety, Sanity, Courtesy,
were distributed to students and
faculty. The safety sticker on a
car or motorcycle signifies that the
driver of the vehicle has a genuine interest in the welfare of the
road, and further, that he or she
agrees to drive in such a manner
that danger will be reduced to a
minimum.

French Club Elects
OfRcers for Spring
Wednesday Evening

Musical Programs
Le Circle Francaise elected PegTo Be Given Easter gy Greene as president for the ensuing term at its last meeting on
Campbell Announces Wednesday evening, March. 8, in
Musical programs will take the
place of the regular Sunday morning meditation in Knowles Chapel
during spring vacation, it is announced by Dean Charles A. Campbell. There will be no address and
no formal service on Sundays,
March 19 and 26. The musical program will begin at the usual time,
9:45 A. M.
Dean Campbell has expressed the
hope that students spending the vacation on campus, as well as townspeople and visitors, will take adantage of the opportunity to attend an all-musical service in the
chapel.

By Rob-Roy Mize
Last Thursday and Friday the
Rollins Players presented "Berkeley Square," written by John Balderston.
The play itself is fascinating.
The actors, individually, did splendidly. The only fault to be found
in the production was a sort of uneasy undercurrent that ran through
the whole play. It was as if the
players needed some sort of a spiritual mucilage to hold the play together. Perhaps the reason was
that the play was just a trifle too
powerful and too technically difficult for amateur players. Perhaps
a week ox two more in rehearsal
would have smoothed things out.
Edwin Libby is the only person
on the campus who could have
played the part of Peter Standish,
and he did it well. Quite a few
in the audience had seen the play
when Leslie Howard had been Peter
Standish, and that of course, had
spoiled them a little. Mr. Libby
is not a Leslie Howard, and Mr.
Libby himself would be the last
to say so, but he handled the personality of Peter Standish with a
great deal of understanding. The
only adverse note was Mr. Libby's
feet. They never seemed to be
quite sure where they were going.
William Fletcher was good, as
usual, as Tom Pettigrew, and was
sufficiently nasty and boorish to
satisfy anyone.
Betty Child's semaphoric hands
bothered me. However, she and
Thelma Van Briskirk, as Kate and
Helen Pettigrew did a swell job.
They seem to know what they're
doing and they can act.
The best bit was turned in by
Theodore Erlich, who has his character, Mr. Throstle, to ai "T." He
was smooth, and his mannerisms
entirely plausable.
The rest of the cast was rather
so-so-ish. Some were good and
some were not.

Pugsley Hall.
Following the election, the club
accepted the invitation of Hugh
Mellon to hold its next meeting,
the first Wednesday after vacation, at his home on Interlachen
avenue.
Barbara Lang was appointed
publicity chairman. The business
session closed after the report from
the treasurer.
The evening's entertainment consisted of games conducted by Ann
Grande.

Discussion Held on
Banking Problem

A round-table discussion lead by
Prof. R. W. France, Dr. A. D. Enyart and Dr. R. R. Lounsbury upon
"The Present Banking Condition,"
was held Tuesday morning, March
14, at 9 o'clock in the Speech Studio. Students and faculty members
of the college attended and took
Everlasting watchfulness is the part in the discussion of this important problem.
price of safety.

Fred Lewis Pattee, professor of
Tierican Literature at Rollins,
has accepted an invitation to again
e on the faculty at the Bread
Loaf Summer School of English at
Middlebury College, Middlebury,
Vt., this year. Prof. Pattee will
give a course in "American Literature from Irving to the Civil
War."
Walter Prichard Eaton, critic and
essayist, who was one of the contributors in person to the Rollins
Animated Magazine during the recent celebration of Founders' Week
at Rollins, will give a course a t
Bread Loaf on English drama.
Bread Loaf is a graduate school
with a limited enrollment and is
one of the outstanding literary
colonies of its kind.

PBIZES AWABBEO
lOABTSTOBENTS
Work Exhibited in Studio Has
Been Judged
Awards of prizes for the work
exhibited by Rollins College students in the Art Studio in connection with the observance of Art
Week have been announced as follows:
Landscapes, first prize, Dorothy
Jean Alexander, Atlanta, Ga.; second prize, Ernestine Hills, Brookline, Mass.
Portrait painting, first prize,
George Barber, Swarthmore, Pa.;
second prize, Mrs. Atlee, special
student.
Black and white sketches, first
prize, Elisabet Richards, New Canaan, Conn.
Sculpture, first prize, Virginia
Dunn, Montclair, N. J.
Interior Decoration, Housebook
Division, first prize, Amelia Loughrey, Columbus, 0.; second prize,
Florence McCannless, South Boston, Va.
Interior Decortion, Plans and
Specifications Division, first prize,
Mary Adelaide Fariss, Orlando;
second prize, Edith Brown, Winter Park.
Art Appreceiation Class, Book of
Designs, first prize, Katherine Seaber, Maplewood, .N. J.; second
,e, Evalyn McNeil, Chicago, 111.
Special prize, Ileen Christiansen,
Rocky River, O.
Special prizes were also awarded in the Housebook Division in
Interior Decoration to Victoria
Bedford, St. Petersburg, Fla., and
Margaret Jaeger, Milwaukee, Wis.
In Art Appreciation, special prizes
were awarded to Barbara Lang,
Hartford, Conn., and Eugene D.
Coleman, Winter Park.
Bookbinding, first prize, Mary
Jane McKay, Tampa; second prize,
Margaret Jaeger, Milwaukee, Wis.
Costume Designs, first prize,
Elizabeth Ransam, Stamford, Conn.

Rollins Male Quartet
Will Sing on Radio
Hour This Evening
The Rollins quartet will sing for
the Rollins radio hour tonight from
7:45 to 8. Robert Currie is first
tenor, Edwin Libbey gecond tenor,
William Hosteller first bass and
I^ichard Wilkinson second bass.
Emily Doughtery accompanies at
the piano.
For their opening number, the
Rollins Alma Mater will be hummed. Five well-known songs have
been selected for the program.
Annie Laurie by Lady Scott.
Shadow March by Protheroe.
o r Gray Robe by Huntely.
Old Folks at Home by Foster.
Pastorale by Turner—Maley.
These songs will be followed by
two verses from the Alma Mater,
the closing number.
On Thursday evening, March 16,
at the same hour. Dr. Thomas Chal•s, as exchange professor from
the University of Boston, will
speak.
The current events will be announced by Ralph Trieschmann.

Miss Russell Presents Curtis
String Quartet In
Theatre
Miss Annie Russell, as director
of the theater, named in her honor
at Rollins College, will bring her
professional artist series for the
season to a close tonight, March 15,
when she presents the Curtis
String Quartet of the Curtis Institute of Music in a program of
chamber music.
The Curtis Quartet, one of the
outstanding organizations of its
kind in this country, comes to Rollins through the cooperation of
Mrs. Edward W. Bok, founder of
the Curtis Institute, and donor of
the Annie Russell Theatre. The
quartet, it will be remembered, delighted audiences at the two dedicatory performances in the Annie
Russell Theater last spring, when
it shared the program each evening with Miss Russell in her personal appearance in Browning's
"In a Balcony."
The quartet was organized and
trained by Dr. Louis Bailly, himself a master of the art of ensemble playing, and head of the viola
and chamber music divisions of the
Curtis Institute. Its personnel is
composed of Jascha Brodsky and
Benjamin Sharlip, violinists; Max
Aronoff, viola, and Orlando Cole,
'cello.
Annually the Curtis Quartet has
presented a series of concerts at
the Pennsylvania Museum of Art
and it has filled many concert engagements with leading musical
and civic organizations in New
York City, Philadelphia, Washington, Albany, Portland, Atlantic
City, Wilmington and other cities.
This season it is appearing a t the
Knox School in Cooperstown, N. Y.,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me.;
the Institute of Art and History,
Albany, N. Y.; University of Penn(Continued on page 3)

OBGAN VESPEBS
ABE AiOyNGEB
All Bach Program To Be Given
Friday
Herman F. Siewert, organist, announces the following vesper programs for the week:
March 1.5, 1933
1. Suite for organ, "In Fairyland"—R. Spaulding Stoughton.
. (a)- The Enchanted Forest.
(b) Idyl.
(c) March of the Gnomes.
2. Evensong—T. Frederick Candlyn.
3. (a) Canzonetta—Godard.
(.b) Novelette—MacDowell.
4. Angels Ever Bright and Fair
-—Handel, sung by Genevieve Greer,
soprano.
5. Siegfried's Rhine Journey—
Wagner.
March 17, 1933
All Bach program, assisted by
the chapel choir, Harold C. Sproul,
director and cellist.
1. Chorale Prelude "In Thee Is
(a) Konum—Sussex Tod.
(b) Arioso.
2. Cello.
3. (a) Christ Came to Jordan.
(b) Jesus, Lamb of God.
(c) Wacht Aug (Sleepers
Awake).
4. Choir.
(a) Break Forth, O Beauteous
Heavenly Light.
(b) My Saviour Why Should
Agony Befall Thee?
(c) Why, O My Soul, Art Thou
Cast Down ?
5. Fantasia and Fugue in G
minor.
The Bach program is commemorating the 248th anniversary of
Bach's birth which occurs next
week.
The program on Friday will be
the last until March 27th.
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Workshop Gives ''Berkeley LIBRIIRY
Square'' Thursday, Friday
By WILLARD WATTLES

with the Duchess of Devonshire?

GEIS
VALUABLE GIFT

previews
postviews
piainviews

GORDON

What kind of a spook scared WilAll Dormitories To Be Kept Who gets more out of a costume kins while she was blowing out the Mrs.
Meigs Gives Copy Of
"RASPUTIN," that powerful ve- ner we feel distinctly sorry for
play, the audience or the playe:
Open During Vacation
Baylarian
candlesticks? (Or were
"The Holy Experiment"
hicle which carries the three Bar- him along with the Czarina and
What is the best way to dispose of

THE WORLD
VIEWED
AT ROLLINS

(Continued from Page 1)
rymores, offers, in one form or an- their children, so thoroughly has
an old dairy? Which is more ro- they?) Are all men created equal
In a move to cooperate in the
The library received a beautiful other, most every sort of entertain- he convinced us that he was a lovmantic, to be in love with the past and what makes us safe for demowhich
is what everyone desired and
present economic disorder, Rollins
What was cracy? How much practice was and valuable gift from Mrs. Ferris ment one might seek, although the ing monarch.
expected.
College has notified its students or with the future?
required by the L/ady Anne to make J. Meigs, of New York, on March comedy is rather tight and the ugThe treatment of the entire is
Probably anything short of ,
that it will give free accommoda- England like in 1784, two months such a flexible curtsey? Were 4th.
liness of the title character per- sincere and convincing. Even if
tions during the spring holiday pe- before the death of Samuel John- collisions between sedan-chairs necIt is a finely bound volume of vades even those scenes in which you don't ordinarily care for har- sweeping nationwide reform of th,
status of our banks would hav(
riod from March 18 to March 27 son? "Was there ever a kiss like essarily dangerous? Why didn't colored plates illustrating mural
rowing pictures, you should on no
he has no part.
that
since
the
world
began?"
"How
failed to achieve the desired enj
to any students who can not afsome one lend the Prince of Wales decorations by the famous artist,
You will come away convinced account miss this one.
of
confidence in the new adminis.
ford, or can not raise ready cash, did you get it through the cus- a handkerchief?
Violet Oakley, in the Pennsylvania that Rasputin has existed before I High spots, recalled after two
toms ? " How much was John Baltration, which faith must be K,,
to go to their out-of-town homes.
State capitol at Harrisburg, with your eyes, that Lione
'months: Rasputin hypnotising the
The foregoing and sundry other
and
held if the present situation is
Instead of keeping one or two of derston , the author of "Berkeley
text describing the plates..
mier of the Barrymore family, that Czarevitch with a shiny watch and
the dormitories open for remaining Square," indebted for his plot to "discussion questions" were anThe volume, called "The Holy John is no less handsome than shiver-compelling incantations; the to be handled with success against
the tremendous odds facing those
students, as has been the case usu- two earlier romantic fantasies, swered to the satisfaction of the Experiment," depicts the history of
ever, and that Ethel is decidedly Prince (John Barrymore) as h( in authority at this time.
ally, the college will keep all of its "The Road to Yesterday" and "The audiences last Thursday and Friday William Penn and his founding of
outdone by her brothers a t every contemplates the prospects of getIt is to be hoped that after sotk
dormitories open during the holi- Witching H o u r ? " Is Ted Erlich nights, March 9 and 10, in the Pennsylvania. The plates are 38%
ting rid of the wicked Rasputin;
turn.
Annie
Russell
Theatre
when
The
an impressive beginning, President
day period and will, in addition, op- endorsing Copenhagen snuff?
x58 centimeters. The edition priAs shown at the New York open- Rasputin entering the grand ball Roosevelt will be able to continue
Rollins Players presented a comerate the college dining hall daily.
vately printed in Philadelphia in
room with a most unmild eructa
The college is making no charge to
"Will you have me sell myself petent interpretation of the rather 1922 is limited to 500 copies print- ing, the picture suffered from over- tion, or burp; and again, toying his program of constructive refonn
any of the students who accept this simply to pay our debts?" What difficult romantic fantasy, "Berke- ed on San Marco paper imported length. It has probably been cut with the Princess' peace of mind; throughout many departments o!
for
road
showings,
how^ever,
and
ley
Square."
Annie
Russell
was
the national government which
hospitality during the holidays, made the rain so tinny? How did
from Italy by the Japan Paper
perhaps the minute detail will not the Princess (played in a delight- have sorely needed investigation
Treasurer Ervin T. Brown an- Peter Standish get into the house there in person, and many in the company.
fully wistful manner by the Diana
be
so
oppressive
as
it
might
beaudience
must
have
remembered
nounced today.
dry-shod? Would you wish to emThere is an international suppleWynward whom you so admired in during the past few years.
"We are doing this," Brown ulate Peter's gift of knowing things what Miss Russell herself had made ment and key in French, German, Tedium should never be permitted Cavalcade) endeavoring to weigh
added, "because many of our stu- before thsy happened? What pop- of the two most delightful eigh- Italian, Spanish and Japanese text. in a production as pretentious as self and duty to love to determine
this, and the original version cried
dents can not possibly finance trips ular professor of modern languages teenth century dramas, while she
William Penn'a desire for the
which should be served; and, most
to their homes this year. Instead resembles Robert Currie's interpre- was playing in her own company peaceful preservation of the union aloud for curtailment of
of all, the terrific climax wherein
of shutting up our dormitories and tation of His Royal Highness con- it so long ago, "The Rivals" and
the Prince tries, tries, tries, and
the dominant theme of the decoThere are, regrettably, occasion5he Stoops to Conquer."
the dining hall, and turning these gratulating the lovers? Which of
TRIES to kill the horrible Rasputrations and there are in the text
al false notes as old newsreel shots
The play of "Berkeley Square"
young people loose upon the com- America's exports aroused the curiOn Thursday
afternoon, the
in. You won't be able to forget
quotations from various sources
of Moscow ar? inserted; they have
munity, we prefer to take care of osity of the Duke of Cumberland? was a difficult one to produce and emphasizing peace.
the last scenes of that struggle, Studio Club in connection with tb«
that
flashy
quality
which
is
a
charthem ourselves. It is not charity How long has Ed Libbey been car- register with an audience. The diart exhibition entertained at a tei
try as you will.
acteristi c of aging and decrepit
rector, Dorothea Thomas Lynch,
on our part. We feel a responsiat the Art Studio from 4 until 6
rying that export in his traveling must make up her cast from memYou will hope for more and more
film, and are obviously not of the
bility toward our students that reo'clock. Students, faculty mem.
bag ? And what was it selling for bers of her classes in Dramatic
same vintage as the excellent Hol- Barrymore combines in the future, bers and friends of the college inquires us to offer this small servin 1784?
too.
lywood
photography.
The
magnifiArt
and
Production,
and
frequently
ice in their behalf.
terested in art attended.
What does one do when his lady- works with players of limited excent cathedral interiors, however,
Mr. Brown also announced that
Receiving at the door were: Miss
love dies 141 years before he has
Speaking of "CAVALCADE," it
The Little Theatre presented carry a realistic touch not always
Rollins has added substantially to its an introduction? How should y o u l P " ' * " " - She is to be congratuVirginia Robie and Margaret Jaehere and now chosen as the most ger, president of the Studio Club.
present endowment funds through like to see the Duchess of Devon- lated that through the many years Monday morning, March 13, *'The attained by every pseudohistorical
the realization of two bequests this shire dance the minuet with Lord of her able directorship of the Rol- Man From the Dark," a one-act setting made in the movie capital, finished production of motion-pic- Those serving were: Virginia 'Kland all is smooth save a few street turedom to date, without any fear den, Blanche Georgine Fishback
year. "President Holt," Mr. Brown Stanley . . . . music by Helen lins Players, she has maintained play by Charles A. Brookes.
The cast included Natalie Cole, shots that smack of the ancient of disagreement as to the choice.
pointed out, "has repeatedly said, Moore? Wasn't the Lady Anne such fine standards despite the
and other members of the Studio
So seldom is an equally able cast Club.
publicly and privately, that Rollins Pettigrew a stunning dowager in handicaps of her equipment. Foun- the woman; Rosemand Carson, the Pathe Newses.
The young heir to the throne of assembled that when it appears in
is better off this year, financially black?
And Tom Pettigrew a dations come first, superstructures maid; David Bothe, the man, and
as well as academically, than it has reckless rake, "Born sneering" like later. It is excellent that at Rollins Boyd Kyner, the man from the the case, placed by Tad Alexander, such an epic as Noel Coward's Engwill win your heart as few juvensuccess, it is rather beyond Largest Iron Skillets Delivered
ever been before. It is true, of Pooh-Bah in "The Mikado," but College so many young people in dark.
Tiffin, 0. (UP)—Four cast-iron
The play was directed by Lois iles have ever captured it before, adequate tribute. This saga of the
course, that Rollins, like every necessary to the plot, or there so many creative ways are receiving
stage
training
in
diction,
stageand
Ralph
Morgan
will
make
you
Marryot
family is so strongly cap- skillets, the largest ever made,
I-ake
Ransom
and
was
under
the
other educational institution, has couldn't have been a play? How
had financial difficulties because about a portrait of Major Clinton presence, under-playing rather than personal supervision of Miss Annie believe that the Czar Nicholas was tivating in its naturalness that we have been delivered to the Junior
mannerism; and many of us should Russell.
a greatly maligned individual. cannot escape it, that despite, the Order, United American Mechanof shrunken income from depreci- by Gainesborough and one of Mr.
like to see the time when every
Whether or not he imbues his char- trong handicap of being utterly ics Home here. The skillets, orated securities, and we have had Throstle by Joshua Reynolds?
tudent a t least once in his four
acterization with historical inte- ignorant of many of the emotions dered to replace steel frying pans,
Detroit
(U.P.)
—
Deportations
to make drastic economies in order What would Sir Malcolm Campbell
years at college may have the op- from this city in 1932 numbered grity may be subjected either to chronicled in the history of this were cast especially for the home,
to meet the situation. Biit we ex- think of taking twenty-seven days
portunity to carry a major part 3,400. Of these, 220 were deported doubt or belief, according to the typical English family.
skillets of cast larger than 14H
pect to balance our budget this to cross the Atlantic Ocean "in the
in some German, French, English,
"Twentieth Century Blues'* may ^inches are not made for stock. The
for crime or immorality, 1,020 for audience's personal convictions; the
year and the new Unit-Cost Plan, bark called General Wolfe?"
Greek, Latin, or Spanish play. Able
fact
remains
that
when
the
Czar
utensils
will be used for making
depress
you,
and
the
insight
into
j
violating
the
immigration
laws,
470
a new method in college financing, the days of King George Wettin work is already being done in the
d his family are disposed of in
1933 modes provided by the j pancakes in the kitchens of the
a t their own request and 1,692 for
which has been adopted by our the Third did the gentlemen of
(Continued on Page 3)
home
for
the 1,100 boys and girk
the
customary
revolutionary
manj
(Continued
on
Page
3)
|
unlawful
entry.
trustees for next year, is expected the court endeavor to pull up the

Studio Club Holds
Tea on Thursday

Bothe Has Lead in
Matinee on Monday

to put the college on an adequate knees of their smallclothes when
and self-sustaining basis.''
sitting down on a Queen Anne sofa

Eating Directory
FOR
QUALITY
FOOD
See Any of the
Followiug' Places

S_

PERRYDELL
Give its guests real
Hospitality and Comfort.
Make arrangements with us for
luncheons and banquets.
Luncheon 75c . -

Dinner $1.00

We always have what you want
22 E. Gore Ave.

Orlando

Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
at

CH A R L E E N'«
Scrip Accepted

OUR SERVICE AND
OUR FOOD
WILL PLEASE YOU!

The
Little Grey House

The Whistling Kettle

On the highway North of
Winter Park

OB

Lyman Ave.

TRY OUR

25c
LUNCH

THE LATCH
STRING

The Winter Park Pharmacy
Sunken Garden
718 Magnolia Ave.—Orlamdo

Pewter Pitcher
Club Breakfasts
Lunch
Dinner
A la carte

Luncheon 40c and 65c
Dinner 50c and $1.00
We cater to Dinner Parties and
Banquets

Thafs the part Turkish
Tobaccos play in making
Chesterfields Taste Better

S

M O K E R S notice a certain "touch" in
Chesterfields that comes from having
just enough Turkish tobacco in them . . . a
spicy, aromatic flavor that's much the same
to a cigarette as seasoning is to food.

For only by blending and cross-blending
the right amounts of mild Domestic tobaccos
with the right amount of Turkish can we
get the flavor and aroma that Chesterfielcf
smokers enjoy.
Next time, ask for " T h e Cigarette that
Satisfies". . . you'll get Chesterfields, with
Milder, Better Taste.

WE KNOW YOU'RE GOOD
YOU KNOW WE'RE GOOD
Come On In—Let's Forget the Depression

NOACK & HALL'S

THEY'RE

MrLDER-

THEY TASTE BETTER

THE

GIVES LECIUfiE
Speaks

Workshop Presents
"Berkeley Square"
Thursday, Friday

ROLLINS

4 Musical Family Reunion

(Continued from page 2)

Tuesday On "The composition
Present Crisis
plays.

of

original

THREE

SANDSPUR

one-act

Novel Chicken Coop Built
They appear weird and fantastic
Pittsburgh (U.P.)—What is bethrough the stained glass on darklieved the only chicken coop in the
ish days.
country with art glass windows has
Here is a bad one. When writ- been built near here by George
ng about the visit of the said Colbert. The windBws were sewhen Hebron
Lutheran
James Schermerhorn, former pub- cured
lisher of the Detroit Times, he was church, in which they were used 30
quoted as saying Rollins education years, was razed.
^as comparable to Mark Twain on
Bachelor Joins Women's Club
ne end of a log and student on the
Pioneer, La. (UP)—Roy Head,
ther. 'Twas an error! On second
thought, though, I wonder if may- bachelor farmer of the Cambell
be it wasn't a shade or so correct! community, has joined the local
Anway, Mark Hopkins was the women's demonstration club to get
gentleman intended for the coveted some pointers on home life. At a
ood position.
recent club meeting he expressed
the desire to become a full-fledged
Don't leave your pocketbooks or member and to co-operate in club
Uuables in your cars, girls, when work in every way.
you leave even for a short intervale. One young lady indulged in
the Sandspur picture for the Tomokan and the final count was one
black pocketbook missing including
fountain pen, compact, eleven Total Now $1,471,697,007
Policy Benefits in 1932
American "sense," lip stick—and
at $222,035,901 Record
that's all we're allowed to print.
The Equitable Life Assurance
They say a dusky fellow by the

On Friday dftemoon the actives
of Pi Beta Phi entertained at an
informal tea in honor of Mrs. F.
B. Jaekel, of Doylestown, Pa., who
has been visiting her daughter,
Virginia Jaekel, a student a t the
college and a member of Pi Beta
Phi.

BUICK
PONTIAC

As to individual players, Thelma
To make the dollar honest is the
Van Buskirk succeeded in estabtask of the next decade, Prof. John
lishing a mood of reality, building
Martin, of Rollins College, declared
it up to a climax which held the
Tuesday night in lecturing on "The
audience rapt throughout her presPresent Crisis," before an audience
Always in the lead with High
ence on t h e stage. During the play
in the Annie Russell Theater at
was watching the auRollins.
11 as the players. The
"It is a hard job," he added, "but
comedy worli' of Mr. Throstle was
1932 Buick 57-S sedan. 12.$895
it can be done. Only the begin000 miles, 1933 license
effective. Boyd Kyner as Ambasnings are becoming plain to eco1930 Buick 61 6 w. w. sedan,
sador was reserved and reticent;
$545
nomists and financiers.
ig-Sa license
Betty Childs as Kate Pettigrew
"We need a great general staff
1930 Packard 6 wheels, se- $775
intense, attractive, and a trifle
dan. 1933 license
of commerce and credit similar to
self-conscious; Miss Bigelow genuthe great general staff that makes
1927 Packard
inely distressed and sincere; Miss
$200
the broad, sweeping plans during
Stearns and Mr. Owen adequate
1931 Hupp, 6 w. w. sedan. $595
war. Plainly that general staff of
to their parts; Miss Igou a partic1933 license
credit and commerce must be a
ularly charming Duchess; and Miss
public body, no more allowed to
$595
Yust the faithful guardian of a
make private profit out of its oprather bewildering young and roname of "Monk" is the light-fin$445
erations than a president or cabiSociety of the United States inmantic master in the person of
gered culprit. Look him up if you creased its assets in 1932 by $71,net officer is allowed private profPeter Standish.
need any of the above articles.
464,259, raising its total assets to
$545
it out of his official acts. Bank
(As the reviewer approaches the
$1,471,697,007 as of December 31,
and credit managers should be as
193Z, it was revealed by Thomas 1920 Oakland Coach, 1933 11- $345
end of his remarks, may he redisinterested in the performance
Now Rollins is going to have two R. Parkinson, president, at the anquest the printer and the copyof their officials duties as state
hour classes, and the eight hour nual meeting of the Board.
1928 Oakland Coach, 1»33
reader not to eliminate this last
$225
After setting aside $41,554,566
day is going to go into force all
governors and United States senaparagraph . . . . as happened once
for dividends to policyholders dur- i
tors,"
• again. The faculty said so in ing 1933, there remained a contin$245
last springtime in a similar regreat
big
free-for-all
(so
we're
The immediate crisis facing the view.) Yes, there really was a progency surplus of $64,208,603.
told) last week. Anyway, upper
Disbursements to policyholders 1929 Chrysler 65 sedan, 1933 $265
United States, Prof. Martin ex- tagonist, a hero, a lover in the
division students are allowed free- aggregated $222,035,901. This is
plained, is a deadlock in the bank- person of Edwin Libbey, Peter
John McCormack, famous Irish tenor, Is pictured in
dom, depending on their ability. As the largest amount ever paid by
$295
ing and credit system. "That sys. Standish, the American in the Lonthe Society in policy benefits in
aayt-ona. Pla., with little Joan Taylor, daughter of Mr. and
student put it, "First thing you one year, and brings total paytem," he suggested, "is a huge con- don house of his English ancesMM.
Deems Taylor of New York. Deems Taylor Is the
$195
know we're going to have a college ments to policyholders and benecomposer of the opera "Peter Ibbetson," the first American
fidence game. Nominally, every tors. Mr. Libbey played well a
opera to be produced at the Metropolitan Opera House
here!" His professor replied: "I ficiaries since organization to apbank deposit must be paid in gold difficult part. There was a slight
The
In New York.
$175
should hope so!" Names supplied proximately $3,000,000,000.
on demand. Actually, there is less lack of variety in rhythm and
Society's total income of $354,742,request at $1 per head.
than one-tenth as much gold in the pitch, but at times he held his au964 exceeded total disbursements
for 1932 by $69,573,043.
country as would be needed to pay dience in close attention, and there
$225
The insurance in force at the
all deposits. The day that panic was considerable charm in his
end of the year was $6,666,098,062. 19^7 Eulck Spor
and fear send even a large propor- work, though lacking occasionally
$145
New insurance paid for in 1932
tion of depositors to the banks to in vitality.
was $620,100,451.
demand even currency, much less
From
the
above
statement
one
At the end of the play the woWhen the Florida Intercollegiate
can visualize the strength of thi
gold, for their deposits, that day
man who welcomed the Irish PlayEquitable. If there are any ques
Press Association met at Rollins
the banks must suspend."
(Continued from Page t)
ers in Chicago on their first visit,
tions about life insurance, call on
recently,
yours
truly
was
quick
Millions of additional sound cur- remarked, "It was a creditable perTomorrow, Thursday, from 10:00
your Equitable representative who
sylvania;
Bryn
Mawr
College,
thi
rency are being sent out by the re- formance. I know all the diffi- until 12:30, you can have your to say that columns were usually
is here to serve you without any
Henry Street Settlement in Nev obligation.
1926 Dodge sedan
$25
written
by
those
who
had
nothing
serve banks, he said, to meet a culties of amateur production."
brakes tested free of charge. This
York City, and Princeton Universi
possible
"semipanicky demand"
1926 Ford roadster
$25
will take place near the parking to say and wished the world to ty, as well as in two series in PhilSEVERIN BOURNE
know
it.
It's
a
pleasure
to
qualify,
when the banks resume during this
ground. All you have to do is let
Representative
23-45 Buick touring
$25
adelphia, the Brahms Centenary
week. Every bank that re-opens,
the man place a small machine in
Series and a group of five concerts Rollins College Publicity Office
1925 Ford sedan
$25
he assured his audience, will be
your car, drive 20 miles per hour
When you wish to know some- for chamber music given in the au- Telepltune 374
CarneKie Hall
given a clean bill of health either
and stop as quickly as possible. The thing about anything, write Open ditorium of the Ethical Culture So1926 Buick truck
$35
(Continued from page 2)
by the federal government or the
small machine registers the effi- Forum % Sandspur, I will try to ciety.
State government. So every citiciency
of
your
brakes
on
a
small
dig
out
the
reply
for
you
someflashes near the close may discour"Few quartets," wrote a critic ir
zen may hereafter write his check
age you, but you will admit that card, a copy of which is given to where—sometime and print it in the Boston Post, "could perforn
on his bank with the same confithese esteemed columns. Take a this music with such a wealth of
if a poignant understanding of the you.
dence as in good times, confident j
The 50-50 Service Station and chance on an envelope and paper tone, such fervor and intensity."
last three decades has ever been
that the check will be honored.
made immortal by transcription to the A. A. A. of Orlando are mak- next time when you are griped The critic of the Worcester (Mass.)
"The breakdown," Mr. Martin conthe stage and screen, this is it. And ing this material contribution to about beanery, tuition, or the like Telegram wrote, after a concert,
tinued, "is due to defects in both
that must be sufficient of a recom- the Rollins Safety Drive. You are and drop us a line . Indicate you're that "It was without question the
the structure and the management
mendation to give to a photoplay under no obligation to them for bold and include your name. I'll finesrt afternoon of music furn"Open Evenings"
of the bank system. State banks
making this test but if -your brakes print it if ye editor will allow ished by the art museum within the
that requires none save itself.
have been weakest because they are
330 N. ORANGE AVE.
are faulty you are under obligaemory of the writer."
often small and feeble and try to
tion
to
have
them
repaired
immePhones 5353—8335
r has it that the men-aboutstand alone. The country will be
diately, somewhere.
Did you ever notice the palms
ho delight in letting the
subject to periodic disasters of the town
Have your lights, horn and wind- outside of the chapel when you sit
herd gape at the bills slip
kind we are suffering until the pubshield wiper checked, and if faulty, in the back part of the building?
lic recognizes that banking cannot through their fingers have been ushave them repaired at your favorbe run on competitive lines. It ing stage dough, since. . .
ite shop. A head light out of fomust be run on cooperative lines.
cus may blind another driver or
The
following
from
a
New
York"In banking, pre-eminently, uncut down your visability. Be safe
ion is strength. A small indepen- er (of all magazines) ad:
1 a car that is known to be in
You'll have to carry a ledgdent bank is a menace to the comgood condition.
er around with you if you're
munity. The first gust of fear will
going to remember all the good
blow it over because it cannot turn
SENTENCED TO SUNDAY
things you hear in Ireland. The
its assets into cash. For safety,
SCHOOL
man who sells you cigarettes,
the whole banking system must
Three years of Sunday School atthe woman at the village shop
be co-ordinated so that each part
tendance is the sentence imposed
—you'll be telling your friends
may draw aid from the rest in an
upon students of Colorado Univerfor weeks after of the witty
emergency."
ity who are caught drinking.
things they say. Very pleasBut
coordinated
centralized
ant to be greeted with "Fine
banks cannot be left, he insisted,
day,"
or
"God
bless
you!"
to the free "unregulated control of
That's not like the Irish wit you
individual bankers who are working
for their own pocket all of the read about in books!
FOR
time." "As public office is a ;)ub"MOTHER'S DAY"
lic trust," he suggested, "so bankT-h-e H-a-H-n-t-e-d B-o-o-k-s-h-o-p
Advertise in the Sandspur
ing office is a public trust." Only
May 8
l''ar Results
qualified persons. Prof. Martin beYour Photograph Will Make
252 East Park Avenue, SoHth
lieves, must be permitted to run
Her Happy
Winter Park, Florida
Grover Morgan
Andy's Garage
banks. The competence of the
Special Prices to Students
C. L. Pruyn
banker is as vital to the economic
204 Welbourne Ave.
Phone 7693
health as the competence of the
Phone 319-W
211/2 S. Orange Ave.
doctor to the physical health.
Stevens Motor Co.
GROCERIES—MEAT MARKETS
Detroit (U.P.)—All the needy
Lyman Avenue
Sanitary Meat Market
blind in Wayne county are to rePhone 9173
The Pioneer Store
ceive financial aid under the terms

Equitable Life Assets Jump $71,464,259

Brakes to Be Tested
Free of Charge on
Thursday, March 16

OPEN FORUM
ByN.T.S.

Recital By Curtis
String Quartet To
End Artist Series

SPECIALS

PREVIEWS

Orange-Buick
Pontiac Co,

Trade Certificates
fVill Be oAccepted
at the Folloieing

The Flora Studio

THE BOOKERY

Business Houses;

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY

of a will made by James E. LaCroix, before his death in 1931. La.
Croix left a |300,000 estate.

FRENCH DRY CLEANERS
PHONE

Orlando—3176
Winter Park—9188
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Crystals Fitted
E y e g l a s s e s Repaired

Grover Morgan

HAM'S BAR-BQ
At the entrance of Orwin Manor

I COLONIAL

GIFTS and PRIZES
Come To

THE COLLEGE STORE

The Brownie House
"A Refreshingly Different Gift
Shop"

.<^
i «'

Colonial
Gary's Pharmacy
Winter Park Pharmacy

We Specialize In Good Hot Sandwiches

The Student's Store
When you want something new
and different for

Meiner's Grocery Orlando
DRUG STORES

Phone 402

Service a Specialty

EATING PLACES
Winter Park Lunch
Pewter Pitcher
Noack and Hall
Perrydell
Whistling Kettle
Charleen's

LAUNDRIES
Orlando Steam Laundry

BEAUTY SHOPS
Eda's Beauty Shop
Mariam's Beauty Shop
Harper Method Beauty Shop

MISCELLANEOUS
R. C. Baker, Inc.
Bennett Electric Shop
Rollins Press
R. F. Leedy Co.
Dickson-Ives, Orlando
Brownie House, Orwin Manor
Undersellers, Inc.
Davis Office Supply
Rendezvous B-B-Q No. 2
Woman's Exchange
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OUR NEWEST PROBLEM
This last week has probably caused more
excitement and talk than anything since the
World War. With every bank in the country closed there is something to talk about.
The country to a man is backing President Roosevelt. Regardless of political beliefs, it is impossible not to admire a man
who, inaugurated under the most difficult
circumstances, takes the reins of the government into his hands with the speed and
competence which Roosevelt has. His message to Congress last Thursday dealt with
only the major problem. He did not give
Congress a chance to waste days and even
weeks bickering over trifles.
Secretary of the Treasury, William H.
Woodin, has formulated seven rules for the
reopening of the banks. This has not helped the people trying to cash checks (except
those drawn on the Treasurer of the United
States) but the people who kept money in
safe deposit boxes find conditions improving. They are a little better off than they
were when the moratorium was first declared.
President Roosevelt said that in a few
days' time it was impossible to make plans
to insure against the "recurrence of the
evils of the past." There is a long pull
ahead. We will have to proceed with wisdom and steadiness.
Will Rogers says the country is happier
than it ever has been because everyone
trusts everyone else. This may not be entirely true but it is remarkable to note the
good humor with which the people have
taken this crisis. We have been called (usually by ourselves) the most cultured, the
best educated but never before have we had
a chance to prove that, as a whole, we have
a sense of humor.' It is a frightfully serious situation but it is funny. Rich and
poor alike are broke and we seem to be
enjoying it!

This year's annual at the University of
Kentucky will contain pictures of the ten
most popular professors instead of-the tenmost popular ladies, as has been the custom heretofore. (NSPA)—Ring-Tum Phi.

THE CONTRACT PLAN
For several terms the Sandspur has been
urging the adoption of Dr. Edwin L. Clarke's
Contract Plan whereby the professor outlines what is expected of each student registering for his particular course. Registration is again upon us and the usual
scramble for classes is here. On every side
students are asking what is expected of
them in various classes and are getting, for
answers, the prejudiced opinions of other
students. Early this term the Rollins Key
Society took the matter up so we have
hopes for some action.
Quoting from the Sandspur of December
7, 1932, we again say:
"It is a well known fact that a course
cannot be taught successfully if half the
class is not interested in the work. By
adoption of the Contract Plan, every professor could be sure of the interest of the
students in each particular course in the
majority of cases.
"Several courses now in the curriculum
are open to students only after a conference with the instructor. This has proved
to be of infinite value to all concerned.
"The Contract Plan would go a step farther. Instead of two or three courses outlined definitely before the beginning of
classes, every student would know exactly
what was expected of him in every course
in college. We all know the many term
hours which have been wasted because of
lack of interest due to lack of knowledge
of the course before hand.
"It is folly to say that the catalog gives
the student this information. The catalog
carries only a general idea of what each
course covers. It is an impossibility for
it to give in detail what each course includes and how each professor plans to
teach such a class.
"March 14 to 18 has been set aside for
registration for spring term. We wager
that about fifty per cent of the student
body will register blindly, so to speak, and
will have no idea of what they are getting
in for in the way of classes. It is appalling to contemplate the wasted time and effort which is sure to follow such registration.
"Rollins has always stood as a pioneer in
educational experiments. With such a record it seems unfortunate to stop now. It
would be so much better to go on as we
have begun. We should adopt the Contract
Plan and thus blaze another educational
trail."

IS COLLEGE A LIABILITY?
(Minnesota Daily)
The press carries a dispatch to the effect
that stores hesitate to hire college-trained
girls as salesladies. We might expect to
find the story sent from some general store
In the Kentucky hills where "book l a m i n ' "
is a n object of suspicion, but instead it
comes from the big department stores of
New York. An endeavor to place a few unemployed librarians in book departments
there was unsuccessful, because personnel
managers were afraid of college-trained
girls. It seems they have «, habit of selling only the books in which they are personally interested. The implication is that
no book department could make expenses
if it sold only the literature which appeals
to college-bred saleswomen.
Most of us imagined that when the last
dollar was lost in the stock market, when
the last mortgage was foreclosed and the
last bank boarded up, everyone would see
that there is no safer investment than money put into a college education. The experience of these New York coeds belies
this conclusion, but it is not the first time
that an employer has expressed a preference for non-college employees. On more
than one occasion men have made it a point
not to emphasize their college experience
when applying for clerking jobs and similar
positions.
From the employer's point of view we can
see where this prejudice against college
graduates often is justified. College people*are notoriously out of touch with the
world. They have the idea that all life is
organized along the lines which have become so familiar to them during their fouryear confinement on the campus. The discovery of a very different outside world produces in them the very human reaction that
what is different is inferior. As a result
many college graduates use their training
with airs of superiority and condesension.
In some cases the employer's loss may be
greater than the prospective employee's. But
the whole situation is grounded in unwillingness or inability of college people to
adapt themselves to new conditions and individuals.
—The Scarlet and Black.

ROLLINS
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^OOKS
By H. ALLEN SMJTH
United Press Book Editor
"Union Square," the first published novel
of Albert Halper, is the kind of a book that
grows on the reader, leaving him at the
end with a feeling that he has seen and
heard something important. It is from the
Viking Press and goes to Literary Guild
subscribers.
Here is a story of life on New York's
lower east side—life of a pretty down-atthe-heel complexion. Halper has caught the
feeling of the Union Square neighborhood.
While working as a dishwasher he lived in
the "Twenty Door City" tenement house
which is the main locale of his book.
The Communists, quite naturally, have a
part in "Union Square" but don't get the
idea that the author is a propagandist. He
shows "the party" in action, but he says
neither aye nor nay. His descriptions of
the Union Square riots are both accurate and
vivid, even to the deportment of the police
and press. You can read, and use your own
judgment.
Taken as a whole, "Union Square" is the
story of a handful of people who live in the
heart of our biggest city. That tragedy
predominates in 14th Street is not an invention of Halper's. It's a truth that he expounds colorfully, dramatically and convincingly.
Many of you will want to read George
Bernard Shaw's "The Adventures .of the
Black Girl in Her Search for God" (Dodd
Mead). It is a little black book not very
long, neatly illustrated and with the "preface" in the back.
Shaw feels that we don't read our Bibles
right so he tells how the black girl of Africa, determined to find God, sets out alone
on her quest, carrying a knobkerry—a sort
of a club.
'*
She encounters various Gods, questions
each one about certain matters of religion,
and usually ends by giving him a whack
with her knobkerry. Eventually she encounters an Irishman (obviously Shaw) in
Voltaire's garden, and marries him, to raise
a brood of coffee-colored children.
Ring Lardner is at his very best in "Love
With a Smile" (Scribners), a series of baseball letters which already have appeared in
magazine form. As a matter of opinion,
I think Lardner excels any of his previous
work in this little book.
Dannie, who "grooms" and is rookie outfielder on the Brooklyn Club, exchanges
letters with his girl friend back home. He
tells of his various adventures, of the song
called "My Pop" which he has written, and
how he actually finds a music publishing
house in New York without a Mr. Schwartz.
It is all swell reading.
Tiffany Thayer is with us again. This
time it is "An American Girl" (Claude Kendall). It concerns a Dubuque girl, various
Hollywood gentry, and a couple of natives of
a small kingdom in the Pyrenees. It has
the Thayer sexy touch, and like the author's
other books, is brightly entertaining from
cover to cover. As a piece of story-telling,
it is a bit inferior to some of his earlier
works.

shelf and his position filled by a youth with
more vigor and ideas that are fresher.
It is interesting to reflect on the reasons
that President Roosevelt has for choosing

"One Against the Earth" (Long and
Smith), a powerful first novel by Daniel
Mainwaring, is the story of a youth whose
uncontrollable wanderlust made him a misfit in the routine of modern life. The author handles his story in a mature manner,
developing a well-rounded narrative of the
events preceding his hero's final return to
the soil in search of peace, only to meet
his final tragedy at the hands of "friends"
on neighboring farms.
P. G. Wodehouse's latest is "Mulliner
Nights" (Doubleday Doran). All about
some more nephews, and a eat named Webster, and one thing and another. Go ahead
and get it, and keep in mind that Thorne
Smith will be with us again in April.

1> «%g>dl^

Items
The touch system is not only used for typing. In fact, it is not
even safe to let it be known that
one's allowance has arrived, lest
such indiscretions bring on a perfect deluge of "touches." Just a
new variation of what was once
known as the S. O. S. plan—Sponge
On Someone.
Mississippi Woman's
College Spectator.

Youth has ever been characterized as
hasty and headstrong'. It casts aside clear
reasoning that comes with experience and
maturity. Its ideas are too numerous and
too radical; too thoughtless and too useless. Youth with its tremendous energy and
enthusiasm needs experience and clear
thinking in order to constitute the logical
reasoner and the leader. There are times
that call for the fire of youth and there
are problems that only the aged can solve.
Age needs the fresh ideas of youth and
youth needs the knowledge and experience
of age. The two are interdependent. Age
at the helm and youth prodding him for
the position is probably the best situation.
—The Athenaeum.

YOUTH VERSUS AGE
The everlasting conflict between youth
and age is again brought to mind by President Roosevelt's recent selection of a cabinet composed for the most part of mature
people. Two of the members are more than
80, four are from 60 to 65, while the remaining four range from 44 to 58 years of
age. It is significant that the only woman
chosen to serve in the group is 49. The
two youngest members of the cabinet are
44 which may be said to be a mature age
when many are of the opinion that one at
the age of 40 is ready to be placed on the

p y GENE CARR

persons to fill these important positions
who are mature. Does he want persons of
mature minds and wide experience? Does
he want his advisers to favor his 0"wn opinions ? Has he greater faith in age than in
youth ? These are some of the questions
that naturally arise from the appointments.
The selections are a challenge to the ambitious youth who does not have patience to
work and prepare himself for a great task
is the waning years of his life. The appointments mark a change in opinion that
the world is looking toward youth as a
leader.

BASHFUL
A coed at Boston University suggested that the i-eason why Gandhi
left college was that too many girls
were after his pin.
The DePauUa.

"Why Don'tcha Guve t m a LoUy Popf"
•1 Did. an' Ue Snalloved tlT

What's Best On
Your Radio
By EGJ
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(B)
(6)

WDBO, local, 580
WABC, New York, 860
WHAS, Louisville, 820
WEAF, New York, 660
WSM, Nashville, 650
WJZ, New York, 760

. . . a newspaper cynic remarks,
"Some weddings must make Cupid
laugh up his sleeve." Not with
the Cupid whose pictures we've
seen. And d'ja hear about the woman who was mad on the subject
of germs and sterilized everything
in her house. She couldn't even get
along with her family because her
relations were strained. Isn't that
redic!
The Davidsonian.
WIRE FROM HADES
But one thing you can be certain
of. The country is not going to hell,
as some folks quaintly suggest. The
devil himself seems to have heard
the rumor and today every newspaper in the country received the
following telegram:
"SORRY CANNOT ACCOMMODATE AMERICAN PEOPLE. HAVE TOO MANY
MOUTHS TO FEED ALREADY. CONTINUED INFLUX OF MATHEMATICS
PROFESSORS CONSIGNED
HERE BY AMERICAN STUDENTS TAXES MY CAPACITY. BANKS REFUSE TO
LEND ME ANY FURTHER
MONEY. REGARDS TO ALL
MY FRIENDS.
MEPHISTOPHILES."
Lehigh Brown & White,

SATURDAY, MARCH 18:
8:00 Echoes of The Palisades,
organ (4); The Captivators (1).
8:30 Gypsy Ensemble (2).
9:00 Bing Crosby ( 1 ) ; Viennese
Program (4).
9:15 Concert band from Boston
(1).
9:30 George Olsen (4).
10:00 B. A. Rolfe (4).
11:00 The Buccaneers ( 6 ) ; Guy
Lombardo (1).
11:16 Jack Denny (4); Organ
(6).
11:30 Paul Whiteman (4).
12:00 Ted Weems (4); Joe Hay- THE JUNIOR COLLEGE
STUDENT'S VERSION
mes (2).
OF T H E 23rd PSALM
12:30 Vincent Lopez (4); Mark
Mr. Gager is my teacher, I shall
Fisher (6); Ted Fiorito (2).
not pass.
He maketh me to explain hard
propositions and exposeth my ignorance before the whole class.
He causeth me to recite for my
Dear Editor:
grade's sake.
I am not a sentimentalist. How- Yea, though I study till midnight,
ever, it does seem to me that the
I shall gain no knowledge.
use of the Alma Mater for pro- For axioms and corollaries surely
cessionals, recessionals, solos, and
trouble me.
choir renditions shows a lack of
e prepareth a test for me in the
good taste. Our Alma Mater is a
presence of my friends.
Rollins song written by Rollins He giveth me low grades, my Dad
people. It is written in a i e y so
raiseth Cain.
almost all voices can sing without Surely sadness and dumbness shall
T H U R S D A Y T MARCH 16:
difficulty.
shall follow me all the days of
7:45 Rollins Program (1).
This melody has a meaning for
my life
8:00 Rudy Vallee (4).
us. Let us restore it to its prop- And I will stay in his trig class
8:15 Jack Smith and The Humer place,
forever.
mingbirds (2).
A STUDENT.
St. Petersburg Wooden Horse.
9:00 Ruth Etting (1); Show
Boat (4).
Washington S t a t e
Normal
9:15 The Mills Brothers (2-3);
School's version of J. Gould's acThe Eton-Boys (1).
count of trip to Europe:
30 Colonel Stoopnagle a n d
Do they get prizes for limericks
Budd, with dance music (1); Wayne
The first issue of the Rollins —Nor
King (6).
Sandspur appeared December 20,
Do they get Pep and Grapenuta
10:00 Lucky Strike, with Baron
1894. It was published quarterly for breakfast—No!
Munchausen (4-5).
in magazine form by the DemosDo they have jig saw puzzles—
10:30 The Boswell Sisters (1).
thenic Literary Society and carried
No!!
11:00 Columbia Symphony ( 1 ) ;
on its cover a life-size drawing of
Do they have soap that is 99%
imes Melton, tenor (4).
a sandspur plant. It appeared as
7o pure—No!!
11:15 Male quartet ( 6 ) ; Don
an annual in 1910. In 1911 and
Why even the bankers are in disBestor (4).
1912 the Sandspur was a monthly
guise—they have had their hands
11:30 Concert pianist (6); Ishand in 1915 began its history as a
in their own pockets for the last
a Jones (1); Jack Denny (4).
weekly.
week or so.
12:00 Eddie Duchin (2); Duke
The first editorial is the presEllington (4); Sam Robbins (6).
By the by, speaking of Congressent masthead.
12:30 Hotel Carter Orchestra
men—George Washington threw a
Unassuming, yet mighty, sharp
(4);Vincent Lopez (6); Clyde Mcdollar across the Delaware, but
and pointed, well rounded yet many
Coy (2).
that is nothing, Congress threw
sided, assiduously tenatious, yet as
millions of them across the ocean.
FRIDAY, MARCH 17:
gritty and as energetic as its name
They're going to take the eagles
implies,
victorious
in
single
com8:00 Cities Service Concert (4);
off the money and put on ducks so
bat and therefore without peer,
Melody Magic (1).
they can swim home. The money
wonderfully
attractive
and
exten8:30 March of Time (2-3).
has been over there so long that
9:00 Lannie Hay ton, with Jane sive in circulation; all these will be it has a foreign accent.
Proman (1); The First Nighter found upon investigation to be
Did I see the Champs d'Elyssys?
among the extraordinary qualities
(6-6); Musical Store (4).
Yeah, sure, but he ain't champ no
9:30 Leo Rcisman (4); The "In- of the Sandspur.
more. He got licked in his last
side Story" of Ethel Barrymore
fight.
(2-3).
Farmers Began Boycott
Did I see the Alps? No, they
10:00 Jack Benny (4-5); CoIONIA, Mich. (U.P.)—Farmers weren't at home when I called.
lumbia Revue (1).
here have begun a boycott of those
La Fayette is the only French10:30 The Street Singer (1).
responsible for foreclosures on man America admires, in fact he
11:00 Anson Weeks (4); Nino farms and land acquired throug'h
is the only one who has ever come
Martini with Columbia Symphony tax sales. The farmers declare the
across.
(1).
•action is necessary to the public
The people are getting so lazy
11:15 Welcome Lewis, blues good.
in Europe that they are feeding old
(6).
razor blades to the cows and pigs
11:30 Ozzie Nelson (1); Night
104 Inches of Sndw F e l l :
so they won't have to grind their
Song, organ (6).
Medford, Ore. (U.P.)--One hun- own meat.
12:00 Charlie Straight (2); Don dred and four inches of snow fell
While in Europe I was highly
Bestor (4).
in seVen days in Crater Lake Na- honored. My wife was presented
12:15 Duke Ellington (6)
jtional Park, bringing the snowfall to the king and of course I noti12:30—Joe Furst (0); Clyde Mc- •for the year—on Jan. 28—to 38
fied the papers. Two days later
Coy (2); Hollywood On The Air feet, 4 inches. The snowfall for a
6,000 husbands wrote in and asked
(4).
j correspondnig period in 1932 was me if I would persuade the king to
12:45 Hal Kemp (2).
'33 feet, 8 inches.
take theirs also.
As the Spring Holiday will keep
most of us from our radios during
the latter part of the week usually covered by this feature, only
the programs prior to the beginning of the holidays are supplied
in this issue.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15:
8:00 Whispering Jack Smith
and the Hummingbirds (2-3); Ken
Murray (4).
8:30 Harriet Lee and Her Leaders (6).
8:45 The Dictators (1).
9:00 Bing Crosby (1).
9:15 The Romantic Bachelor
(l).
9:30 Guy Lombardo, with Burns
and Allen (2-3).
10:00 Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians, with comedy (1).
10:30 Music Magic (6).
11:00 Nino Martini, tenor, with
Columbia Symphony (1).
11:15 Anson Weeks (4); Jimmy
Kemper and vocal sextet (6).
11:30 Isham Jones (1); Male
Chorus (6).
12:00 Ben Bernie (6); Eddie
Duchin (2-3); Dream Singer (4).
12:15 Vincent Lopez (4).
12:30 Ben Pollack (2); Mark
Fisher (6); Al Kuale (4).
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Their Fourth Victim Was a Cop
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By M. J. Davis
Wrong again!!
Last week

i Barber lean over and suggest that
l i t h e muffled stranger who appeared
prophesied that by the time this so mysteriously in the second scene Gretchen Cox of Conservatory
Theatre and Chapel Appear on
was Gracie Allen's long-lost brothissue came off the press there
Faculty Assists
Cover
er. But the crowning criticism of
would be no more cash left on cam- the play came from a young lady
The Winter Park Symphony Orpus and cows and toothbrushes who thought it was awfully clever
chestra gave its fourth concert of
A picture of Knowles Chapel and
would be wandering around hand in i that they could give two plays tothe season last Sunday afternoon.
the Annie Russell theater appears
hand in glorious spree of barter- j ^^t^er like that in one evening,
In a talk during the intermission
on the front cover of the national
T>„. n. „,„^„t4.
..,
rp, and the same fellow could have the
Miss Mary Leonard, founder and
Kappa Alpha Theta magazine for
But it wasn't possible. The , . - , , ,
^ .,
,,,,
manager, said that six years ago
March. The first ten pages of the X Club consumed Bill Miller's cow
' lead m both of them. Whew, maylast Sunday the symphony gave
magazine give accounts of the in- last Friday night, and the girls
be I'm crazy? ?
its first concert, and that today
stallation of Gamma Gamma chap- down a t the Gamma Phi Beta house
First prize for the first really
ter of Kappa Alpha Theta fraterni- wouldn't let Jean Jackson swap the clever bit of initiative and enter- there are ten of the original mem^
prise so far this year, is split three
bers still playing.
ty at Rollins College on Jan. 27. only toothbrush they had between
ways between Jim Tullis, Frank
Mr. Harve Clemens, the conductThe article opens with a prefa- them. You used to see Binney ElHughes, and Dick Camp, self-styled
or, was assisted Sunday by Miss
tory note by Martha Cline Huff- liot and R. Brown together all the
(as advertised) Rollins gigolos, who
Gretchen Cox who played the vioman, former national president and time, but no more. One of them
threw an improsiptu public dance
lin solo in Mendelssohn's Concerto
co-organizer a t Rollins. This is has to stay in bed, while the other
down on the Fencing platform last
pair of pants they
in E Minor.
followed by a chronological account
Saturday night. That's the best
The program consisted of: Inof the ceremonies and notes from have left. And this is the "Rolstunt anybody has hit on yet, and
troduction to Act II of "Konigsvisitors. The history of the chap- lins Country Club!" If it only had
there's no reason why we can't
hill in front of it, we could make
kinder," by Humperdinck; Concerter, "From Colony to Chapter,
have dancing there every SaturE Minor, for violin and ortoM by Rosamond Carson, presi- a poor house out of the place.
day night. A few colored lights
^^l^^3^„
'
'^
chestra, Op. 64, by Mendelssohn;
Time out. Here comes the maildent. Lists of visitors and a "who's
and a portable phonograph, plus a
On
the
Steppes of Central Asia, by
who" of the charter members pre- man with the first letter I've had
not-too-discriminating
audience
Alice and May Bennington, New York flapper bandits,
Borodin; Faust-Overture by Wagcede the official comments by L. in months, except a very, very perbestowed
enticing
smiles
on
passing
males,
and
then
held
and you have the makings of a
ner.
them up and robbed their money. They were successful
Fearle Green, national secretary sonal one from a gentleman who
mighty nice evening. Of course,
three times, and then ran Into Patrolman Joseph A. Ward,
The first selection, "The Kingly
and editor. An article on "Gamma seems awfully desirous of having
if your date is the kind who prewho gave them a lift while not in uniform, then wrested
Children," a children's opera by the
Gamma's Setting," by Ruth Jeanne me attend the World's Fair in Chitheir gun away from them and arrested them after a bitter
fers Lombardo or Isham Jones . . .
composer of "Hansel und Gretel,"
struggle.
Bellamy, describes the conference cago this summer. If we put all
well, the lake is good for something
the chain letters we get in a month
somewhat similar in style,
plan and life a t Rollins.
besides swimming.
though not as popular as the latter
Numerous pictures are used to in a straight line across the cam"Cloverleaf is going to the dogs,"
illustrate the articles. These show pus, there they'd be, and we'd prob- says Mary Virginia Taylor with a work. The Concerto in E Minor
members of the chapter, groups of ably catch hell from Mr. Cart- languid air. "The dogs are going to opens at once with the principal
visitors, the chapter house and wright. Today's letter, however, Cloverleaf," snaps back Paul Wor- material in the solo violin over a
ii from a very charming young lady
lightly waving accompaniment. The
views of the campus.
ley, and there's really something
' FROM THE UNITED P R E S S —
up at Smith College, who hasn't
low movement is a flowing lyrito that statement. Wonder what
honored me with a letter in months.
cal melody, and leads directly
Chicago, March 15 (UP)—Frank seventy-mile stretch. Nine were
the strange attraction for the canSeems like I recall a birthday along
through a short introduction into
J. Corr, a little known alderman killed a t Nashville, 7 a t Pruden,
ines is over there, anyhow ? ?
about this time, too. Arther Stanthe finale in a light, dancing, joyThere are one or two people who ous mood, with charming and pi- who is just completing his first about twelve miles west of Cumley Todd, the Rollins Playboy, says
1, today became Chicago's tem- berland Gap.
do
read
this
column,
I
think.
Anywomen are all alike, but it can't
quant orchestration.
National guardsmen mobilized
porary mayor.
be possible. The girls at Smith how, a few people noticed the name
The third number, in the silence
in Nashville to help supervise and
Eollins Literary Society held its
on
the
top,
and
came
to
me
to
find
can't be exactly like Rollins co-eds.
of the sandy steppes of Central
aid
the homeless needy.
regular bi-weokly meeting Tuesday
Washington, March 15 (UP)—
Here they're hand picked and pol- out how I pronounced it. I don't. Asia, resounds the first refrain of
The storm was first reported in
night in Sparrell.
ished; up there they're probably I only write it. Now, I'm glad
peaceful Russian song. One hears The CuUen beer bill, as passed by Caruthersville, Mo., on the MissisDorothy Stewer read an original
just sorted and shined up a bit. that's settled. It takes me three so the melancholy sounds of the House, permits newspaper ad- sippi River. It moved in a southplay, "Tables for Ladies."
'But they're all old-fashioned girls days to write the opening para- songs of the Orient, the steps of vertising of beverages legalized by westerly direction to Lepanto, Ark.,
Mary Virginia Taylor was voted underneath," insists Todd, and he graphs and then somebody expects
measure, Rep. McCormack,
horses and camels approaching.
then veered southeastward crossa member at this time.
me to know how to say it, too!
should know.
The songs of the Russians and drafter of bill, pointed out today. ing the Mississippi a t Memphis.
That's going too far. The best
those
of
the
natives
blend
in
the
That quiet smile of satisfaction
Here is swerved northeast toward
heard yet is "Roll-Insania"
Advertise in the Sandspur
London,
March
15
(UP)—Prime
same harmony, their strains makwhich has been evident on George and that's good!
Nashville then changed to an eastFor Results
ing themselves heard a long time Minister Ramsay MacDonald and erly direction and was lost in the
Garrison's face this past week is
Kayo Trieschraan has been trying
Premier
_^ussolini
of
Italy
will
desert and ending by losing
quite justifiable, folks. George was
Virginia hills.
to bribe me to mention him in this themselves in the distance.
confer in Rome over the coming
There is no depression here. Our having a bit of a time, along with column, but I'll be d- - if I will.
The Faust-Overture, while orig- week-end, it was officially confirmrest of us, in struggling
Shanhaikwan, March 15 (UP)—
The slick little "Rollins Commentaflowers are blooming as profusely
ally intended as the first move- ed today. Sir John Simon, British Chinese troops issued a challenger
through the morass of commercial
as ever with gorgeous colors of law, but late the other night he tor" won't give me any publicity ment of a Faust Symphony, and Secretary of State for foreign af- for a Japanese invasion in China
er the air, either.
written during the earlier period fairs will participate in the con- proper today by launching a series
spring. Your credit has always was wearily wending the 1,327 feet
Well, here's hoping you all have of Wagner's activities as a com- ference.
of counter attacks at Nipponese
been good at Lucy Little's Flower from her house to his, when out
nice vacation. Try to be a re- poser, was put into its present form
from behind a tree steps a mufcolumns which were firmly encampShop.^Adv.
flection to your school, if your and entirely re-scored during WagWashington, March 15 ( U P ) — ed before all gateways of the Great
fled figure and says, "Stick 'em up,
e town will let you get away ner's later years.
The deadline for income tax pay- Wall. The attacks were attended
Brother! I gotta make a livin'!"
with those kinds ofthings. This litments has been extended to March by the brisk sniping of Japanese
"Why, perfessor," gasps George, erary spasm may be my last if
Pan AMI Oil—New Price
due to bank conditions.
coming
out
of
the
fog.troops and advanced the possibly
100% Paraffin Base Oil
things don't break right, but I went
ipisode in the life of Mary
25c per Quart
"Oh, Lordy! Is it you, George?" dowTi fighting for Rollins and rugof spreading military operations
Queen of Scots. Also the proWashington, March 15 ( U P ) — toward Peiping. This has been
And thats how George Garrison ged individualism, or something!
gram will include Twanet Evans' Congressional prohibitionists were
got an A in Commercial Law this
threatened by the Tokio Japanese
play, "Whom Shall I Serve," a on the run today as a Senate fiterm. But don't go wandering
army. Headquarters reported fordramatic scene in a convent, and nance committee was called to aparound nights loking for grades.
ty-two killed by snipers, including
On way to Orlando
"Rough Hands," a study of a boor- prove the beer bill, which seems
Several members of the student
six officers, and 153 wounded.
-i
husband.
assured
of
an
early
passage,
and
body are also working the profesDuring the third week in May which goes into effect fifteen days
sor's racket.
Advertise in the Sandspur
the directors will present a bill of after Roosevelt signs.
"Berkeley Square" came and went
For Results
one-act plays written by students,
last week and most of the audience
and
under
the
direction
of
Mr.
INC.
Nashville, March 15 (UP)—ReLast Wednesday evening, four
are still walking around in a daze.
Wunsch and the authors. Scenery lief was rushed into the storm
Scrip accepted for all
Shoes,
Clothing
The review of the play which will students read original one-act plays
for these works will also be con- stricken areas of three states toprobably appear in this issue, to a small group of critcal stuREPAIRS
Furnishings
structed by the students.
day following a tornado which
should be a great help to the ma- dents and professors. These plays
Purchases or on accounts
struck its main fury in the remote
i the work of students in Mr.
jority of the audience who must
Severin Bourne interviewed Rob- Cumberland Mountain region along
have thought they were coming to Wunsch's Creative Writing course.
Dorthy Stewer opened the prot Fuchs concerning baseball in the eastern Kentucky and TennesPeter Pan" or something.
The Winter Park Jeweler
MAJESTIC AUTO RADIO
When asked their opinion of the gram with her own play, "Tables the Rollins Radio Program of last see border last night. Twenty-six
first act, Hass Roberts and Jim for Ladies," a picture of a "moth- Thursday evening. The other fea- are known to be dead and at least
boy on a holiday." The set- tures of the program were two four hundred injured. Property
Holden only grunted and went back
New Ail-White and Striped
age is estimated to be in tens
leep ;Treasurer E. T. Brown, ting for the play was a Mexican piano selections hy Richard WashBennett Electric Co.
gton and Current Events by of thousands of dollars.
242 E. Park Ave.
with both hands on the gate re- bar in a border town. Barbara
Frocks $1.00 to $3.25
Eighteen
of
the
twenty-six
were
pts, muttered: " I t must be won- Reed then read "Silent Night," Ralph Triechman.
The program for Tuesday eve- killed in the Cumberland Mountain
derful" and closed the door quietly Sterling Olmstead's study of a
after him; while I heard George Connecticut mother preparing for ning consisted of musical numbers
Down Town
the return of her son for the by the student trio and usual cur-
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WORLD FLASHES

Literary Society
Holds Meeting

Six Point Service
Station

C. L. PRUYN

$49.50

The R. F. Leedy Co.

SHRUBS - PLANTS - CUT
FLOWERS
Gladiolus our specialty, 25c doz.
Fairljanks Ave. at the Railroad
BENNIE GREEN

TAXI
PHONE 2 0 0
TRUNKS CALLED FOR

ORANGE LAUNDRY

TheCityTransferCo.

and
COLONIAL CLEANERS

The Undersellers,
INC.

Phone 413

SACRIFICE FOR VOLUME
EIGHT BARGAIN DAYS

Christmas holidays. Next Alice ent events.
Lee Swan read her play, "The CosAways Warm Inside
: Urge," a farce dealing with
"Were you one of the many fool- Toasted sandwiches of all kinds
t y " people. Burleigh Drumg with the stock m a r k e t ? '
Mexican Chili '
mond closed the pi-ogram with the
"Not me. I was serious, the marMidway between Orlando and
•eading of his play, "At It Again,"
ket did the fooling."
Winter Park
m episode in the life of a nagging
wife and a long-suffering father
and son.
PARENTS
FACULTY
The directors of the museum
have announced another play readin their workshop sometime in
offers you
April. Charles Mills will read his
Quality Meats at Money-Saving Prices
play, "A Little Bit Tetched," a
228 PARK AVE.
PHONE 60
Florida Folk play. Ruth Fantus
read her play, "Thus I Die,"

Steve's Bar-B-Q

THE SANITARY MEAT MARKET

9A%
D I S C O U N T
L\) CASH AND CARRY
Dry Cleaning and Laundry

Engagement of
Eleanor Dwight
Is Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Everett
Dwight of SummitjN. J., have announced the engagement of their
daughter, Eleanor, to Newell Ormsbee Mason of Attleboro, Mass.
Miss Dwight was graduated from
the Kent Place School and Mount
Vernon Seminary and later attended Eollins.
Mr. Mason was graduated from
Brown University in 1927 and received his M.A. from Harvard. He
taught at Rollins in 1929-30. He
is now assistant Professor of History at the Stevens Institute of
Technology.
Advertise in the Sandspur
For Results

The Rollins Press

Consult Us About Prices

Printers and Stationers

Operated by

FOSTER R. FANNING

BAR-B-Q'S NOW 10c

Plumbing, Heating and Gas Appliances
Our Prices
Are Right

122-124 Welbourne Av

Lt. Blue
Dk. Blue
Tan and
Green . .
Palm Beach
Sports Trousers
In stripes to match coat
colors . . . .

$g.75

$3.75

Y O W E LLDREW CO.

BEAUTY SECTION
Advertise in the Sandspur
For Results

THE COLLEGE GARAGE
Scott and Galloway

In new colors:

Orlando 29 E. Pine St. Florida

SHOP
Scientfic Care of Hair
Waving, Facials, Manicuring

Bring Your Scrip to

I RENDEZVOUS

Davis Office Supply Co.

The Harper Method

Dollar Dry Cleaning Co.

Palm Beach
Sports Coats

Portable Typewriters
All Makes
New and Used
Convenient terms can be
arranged.

For Dependable Service

332 E. Park Ave., Winter Park

WinterPark Golf Club

Recent portraits of Dr. Charles
A. Campbell, Mr. Hugh McKean,
5 Annie Russell, Miss Helen
Moore and Dr. Albert Shaw will
be among the group to be exhibited
at Rollins Art Studio on March 17,18 and 19, by Zoe Shippen Jewett,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. E. R.
Shippen, of Winter Park.
The artist uses the mediums of
red chalk and oils. Her work is
realistic with emphasis on likeness.
Mrs. Jewett has studied at L'Ecole
des Beaux Arts, Fountainbleau,
Prance; L'Academie of Vienna, and
at the Boston Museum School and
the Vesper George School of Art
Boston. She has recently exhibited in Boston, New York, Gloucester, Cleveland and Hartford.
One of the portraits to be on exhibition which is regarded as an
client likeness is a full length
oil painting of Mrs. Ralph Lasbury,
Jr., of Hartford, Conn., who has
been visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Joshua C. Chase, in Winter
Park. Other portraits of local interest to be shown are those of
Dr. Albert Shaw and the grandchildren of Mrs. John J. Carty.
The exhibition will be open t o
the public, without charge, and
Mrs. Jewett will paint portraits of
students and others who express
interest at the close of the exhibition.

Four One-Act Plays
Read at Museum by
Composition Class

R. C. BAKER

The Flower Garden

HELD AT STUDIO
Group By Mrs. Jewett To Be
Sliown March 17, 18, 19

246 E. Park Ave.

Mariam's Beauty
Shop
You'll enjoy life more if you
look your best.
346 E. Park Ave.
Phone 113

Phone 311-R

Andre's Beauty Salon

Eda's Beauty Shop
gives a
NATURAL-LOOKING
FINGER WAVE
We have quick dryers
Phone 66

Permanent
Waves
$5 and 17
Shampoo, Finger Wave,
Haircut, Manicure, Arch.
Each
50c
220 S. Main, Orlando Phone 3479

THE ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

BALL TEAM OPENS SEASON; EASTWOOD WINS TENNIS

SWEET
BASEBALL TEAM TO
SPORT
MIXTURES GOLFING OAVIS COP DEFEATS
TO ANNEX SINGLES
MEET DELAND TODA Y
Big-League Clubs' Training Season Well Under TALKFORIHISKEIIR
TOURNAMENT TITLE
IN OPENING GAME Way; Yanks, Cubs Ought to Repeat; Bill Weber Cup Similar To That Offered
By BERNARD BRALOVE

Team Replete With Veterans to Be Bolstered by
Excellent Reserve Material and Outlook by Coach
Evans Is Optimistic as 1933 Season Starts

Golf Team Swamped
By Univ. of Florida
18 to 0 Saturday

The umpire will wave his hand,
the batter will step up to the pan,
Al Stoddard will wind up, and the
first ball of the season will go
flashing over the plate, as the EolThe Rollins golf team met the
lins Baseball season gets under
way this afternoon at Harper- first defeat of the season at the
Shepherd field where the Tar nine hands of their worst rivals.
faces the DeLand Ball Club. Pros- University of Florida. There ^
pects for an exceptionally fine sea- no two ways about this match, the
son look more than good, accord- Gainesville men wiped the slate
ing to Coach Bob Evans, under clean, 18 to 0. For Rollins, Ward
whose direction a squad of more played numbe'r one man, in sue
than twenty-five have been work- cession the rest were Enck, John
ing for the past week and a half. son and Turner. Stark, Singleton
Practicall^ all the veterans of j and Brown of Florida^ shot exceplast year's squad will be on the tionally good games Saturday affield this afternoon, plus eight or ternoon. As the score indicates,
ten new men who are wearing the Rollins lost every singles match
Braves' uniforms for the first time. well as the low ball four-ball
Al Stoddard will probably start this round. Until this match Eollins
afternoon in the pitcher's box, with had a fine record,—three easy vicSock Chakales behind the bat. Pour tories over Stetson and a decisive
relief pitchers are on hand in case win over tTie University of Florida
the going gets rough: T. J. Mor- The results of the return match at
ris, another veteran hurler of last Gainesville were unexpected but
year's team; Carroll Cooney, Har- may be blamed somewhat on their
vey Ford and David Washburn, unfamiliarity with the course.
Don Dunlop filling the post of alThe golfers will start on their
ternate catcher.
spring trip next Sunday morning.
Bralove will hold down The first match will be at the Authe initial sack, Johnny Doyle will | gusta Country Club near Atlanta:
they play at the Augusta Na
cover second and Danny Contini
will probably be at third. The po- tional Golf Club, Bobby Jones
The remaining
sition a t short stop has been hotly home ground.
fought for, and either Will Rogers matches are: Durham, N. C ; Wake
or Bill Miller will start the after- Forest College; University of North
noon game in that section of the Carolina at Chapel Hill; North
field. Out in the garden, T. J. Carolina State at Raleigh; and
Morris will be in right field, Dick William and Mary College at WilWashington in center and Ralph liamsburg, Virginia.
The candidates for this trip are
Tourtellotte at left field.
These first-string positions are playing off eliminations this week.
They
are: Bob Enck, Dexter Ward,
by no means all secure, the remaining men all fighting hard for a po- Tommy Johnson, Cliff Turner, Bill
sition on the first string. Ed But- Miller, and John Brown. Ike Merrill, who has played number one
ner has shown some nice wo
first, where his height and reach man in most of the Rollins matches
give him a big advantage; Ray this year, will not be able to go
Miller has been working at second on the trip. It is hoped that the
for the B squad, while Spig Fas- defeat at Gainesville will stimulate
sett has been giving Contini a good, the team to the extent that they
fight for A berth at third. In the will repeat their early season vicoutfield, the second string has been tories during the vacation.
using Danny Winant, George Rogers, Tom Lawton and Bob Fuchs, Housewife Found Pearl in Oysters
all of whom have been gathering
Helmet, Cal. (UP) —• Imagine
in the old apple with a good bit of Miss Eleanor Smith's delight when
skill.
pearl as large as a
she foi
in a can of oysters!
The game with DeLand this aft- pigeon'
iserable. The oysters
She
ernoon is the first game of a large
and stiff schedule which the Tar had been cooked before she made
nine will have to face this season, the discovery, and the pearl was
including such teams as the Mont- ruined.
real Club, the University of Florida, Louisiana Tech, and many
others.
March 15, DeLand at Winter
Park.
March ?, Montreal Mapleleafs" Detroit (UP)—A new figure in
(tentative) at Orlando.
top flight speedboat racing will
March ?, DeLand at DeLand.
e to the United States next
March 31 and April 1, South fall to pit his driving skill and the
Georgia State College at Winter stoutness of British motors against
Park.
wizardry of Gar Wo6d, DeApril 7 and 8, University of Flor- troit's millionaire sportsman.
ida at Winter Park.
he British challenger for the
April 13 and 14, Louisiana Tech Harmsworth trophy this year will
at Winter Park.
be driven by Hubert Scott-Paine,
April 25 and 26, Georgia State well known British boat builder
College for Men (Tifton), at Win and driver. In 1931 and 1932, when
ter Park.
Lord Wakefield challenged Wood,
. May 3 and 4, South Georgia State and sent over Miss Englands I and
II, Kaye Don was the driver.
Teachers at Statesboro, Ga.
May 5 and 6, South Georgia
Scott-Paine will not be a newState College at Douglas, Ga.
comer to Detroit racing fans, alMay 12 and 13, University of though they have never seen him
Florida at Gainesville, Fla.
in the role of challenger for the
Harmsworth. In 1931 he brought
Jackrabbit Leaped
Miss Britain II to»the Detroit RivThrough Windshield er and won the Detroit News InDrummond, Mont. (UP)—The ternational race for 5% litre boats.
leaping abilities of Montana jackScott-Paine was the builder of
rabbits, as celebrated as the prow- the Wakefield boats, which were
ess of Mark Twain's jumping frog, powered by Eolls-Eoyce motors.
reached new traditions recently Now, it is understood, he has been
when a "jack" vaulted himself working for six months on new
through the windshield of a trav- hull designs, and that he will inelling automobile and into the rear stal motors used by the British
seat of the machine.
Royal Air Corps in their Schneider
Charles Hayes, Lloyd Campbell Cup planes.
Against this new boat, which will
and another hunter were driving
christened Miss Britain III,
near Drummond when a 10-pound
rabbit hured itself through the Wood will send his giant Miss
windshield, and landed, dead, in America X, holder of the world
speed record and the craft which
the rear seat.
•an around Miss England in the
Cadillac, Mich. (U.P.) — Jay •ough water of Lake St. Clair last
Loughrin, newly elected road com- fall.
The Harmsworth is much more
missioner, is the first and only
Democrat to be elected to a Wex- than a test of speed, for it is run
an oval course, and the ability
ford county office in 45 years. During the regime of Grover Cleveland, of the hulls and motors to stand
in 1886, the Democrats elected a up under the terrific pounding they
receive, is a vital factor.
whole ticket.

Slated for SewelVs Job; Ruth, Ruppert

The annual trek of the big league baseball clubs to the South is
well under way at the present time
with all the big league teams firmly entrenched in their spring headquarters, and the pre-season dopesters are busy telling us who the
pennant winner will be, and how
much the winter trades are going
to effect the chances of the various clubs to bring home t h a t extra
world series money. As long as
every one else has taken their
s going to win the
guess at who ight as well take
pennants, I n that the Cubs and
mine—I think e both going to rethe
a: ask me why; I just
peat.Yankees
No, don't
think that they are every bit as
good as they were last year, and
no team can stop their combination
of hitters and their strong pitching staff.
Weber Perhaps to Replace Scwell
Bill Weber, former Duke University star, has been playing for
the regulars in the Yankee line-up
and Joe Sewell has been relegated
to the ranks of the Yannigans.
Weber came up to the Yankees at
the conclusion of his college career,
and Manager Joe MacCarthy is
taking no chance on the veteran
Sewell fading out of the picture.
And Weber seems to be the man
that is going to be in there regu-

Confer

For Tennis May Be Given

London (UP)—A golfing Davis
larly if Joey slows up the least
Cup, to be played for by teams
bit.
from Argentina, the United States
Montreal in Orlando
The Montreal team of the Inter- and Britain, may be offered here
national League will be here in this summer.
The suggestion has arisen from
Orlando en masse at the end of this
week for their spring training the fact that British and United
States
profesisonal teams will be
grind, and from the reports current. Doc Gothreau, the playing competing for the Ryder Cup, at
Southport,
while six Argentines
manager, is pleased with the condition of the diamond at Tinker Field, are coming over to play in the
British
Open
Championship.
and the baseball fans of Central
The Argentines already will have
Florida will have the opportunity
played
a
United
States team in
of seeing some real baseball if they
so desire, but it is my belief that America before they arrive, while
they are not enough interested to there is a strong possibility that
support it; that is they either are they also will meet a team of Britnot enough interested, or they are ish golfers.
The presence of all three groups
too busy, and everyone knows how
darn rotten business is at the pres- in one country at the same time,
ent time. And, by the way, our makes such a three-cornered match
own Rollins baseball team will meet desirable. Even if there are a
them sometime in the near future, ! number of reasons that make it
and in spite of what you think, that unfeasible. At any rate, the wingame won't be such a bad one to ner of such a match would be enwatch. That is, it will be very in- titled to the title of "world's champions," since there is more golf
teresting to say the least.
played in Argentina, the United
Ruth and Ruppert Meet
States and Britain, than probably
Babe Ruth and Col. Lake Rup- anywhere else in the world.
pert meet in the near futui^e to discuss the latter's salary for this the North the other day, and when
current year. If they haven't come questioned about the difference of
to some agreement, they will in the opinion over the Bambino's salary,
near future. They always get to- he merely remarked that "I believe
gether over their salary differ- that $50,000 is a lot of money for
ences. The Colonel arrived from doing anything in times like these,"

Match Goes Four Sets; Eastwood Winning 6-4, 6-2,
2-6, 6-2 as His Volleying and Dexterious
Net Play Are Proven
Superibr
Of tour sets played in the Intramural Singles Finals last Saturday
between Carl S-n^eet and Chet
Eastwood, Eastwood took three to
win the match and the individual
championship. By doing this Eastwood also clinched the singles team
championship for the X Club.
The first set was quite close, 6-4,
Eastwood. Sweet tossed too many
points away via the double fault
route. This was due to his stiff
method of delivery.
In the second set Eastwood's
game really got going. Once he
had planted himself on the service
line, Sweet found it impossible to
pass him. Volleying and half-volleying with deadly aim, Eastwood
ran out the set, 6-2.
A drink of ice water during the
intermission ocemed to have furnished
Sweet
"with
renewed
strength. At any rate his forceful
drives kept Eastwood back on his
own baseline where he is not very
potent. The set ended, 6-2, in favor of Sweet.
The last set was a repetition of
the second. Eastwood again took
command of the middle court 'rom
where he would not budge. Sev-

eral of his volleys were truly remarkable. Placing his shots with
precision and speed, he quickly
took the six games necessary to win
the set and the championship.
Sweet was able to win but two
games.
Eastwood's game is quite soft
from the baseline, but in the half,
court he is dexterity personified.
In order to beat him his opponent
is forced either to out volley him
or drive past him. Sweet was unable to do either and therefow
lost.
Cop Is Artist In His Spare Time
Detroit (UP)—While walkinj
his beat, Patrolman Michael Sparks
often dreams of the day when he
will leave the police department
after finding recognition as an artist. Sparks has painted over 20
pictures, mostly marines, one of
which is soon to be displayed in the
Detroit Institute of Arts.
Hopkinton, R. I., (UP)—Twin
sisters 86 years old live here. They
are Miss E. L. Wells and Mrs. A.
C. Barbour. Both enjoy excellent
health.

British to Send New
Racer After Wood

ILLUSION:
In India, the fakirs present a spectacle to tourists.
Two lovely performers break bottles and lamp
chimneys before the eyes of the audience,and throw
the jagged pieces into a box already filled with
broken glass. They step barefooted into the box
and do an Oriental dance in the glass without injury.
EXPLANATION:
The performers toughen their feet in a strong solution of alum water and thoroughly rub them
with pulverized resin before they appear. They
throw the freshly broken glass around the edges of
the platform. The glass on which they actually do
'i very thick, heavy, and filed or ground so

Jri' ^inv TO B£ I^OOZJE:I>

...IT'S

MonB Finsr TO J^ow

O n e of the tricks of cigarette a d v e r t i s ing is t o p r e t e n d t h a t " H e a t T r e a t m e n t "
is an e x c l u s i v e process, making o n e cigarette better than any other.
EXPLANATION: AII cigarette m a n u facturers u s e h e a t treatment. It is a
routine p r o c e s s of m a n u f a c t u r e . T h e
first C a m e l cigarette o v e r m a d e •was
m a n u f a c t u r e d u n d e r the heat-treating

p r o c e s s . E v e r y o n e of the billions of
C a m e l s p r o d u c e d s i n c e h a s received
the n e c e s s a r y h e a t treatment.
H a r s h , r a w tobaccos r e q u i r e intensive p r o c e s s i n g u n d e r high temperat u r e s . T h e m o r e e x p e n s i v e tobaccos,
w h i c h are naturally mild, call for only
a m o d e r a t e application of heat. Heat
treatment n e v e r can m a k e cheap, inferior t o b a c c o g o o d .
it is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that
C a m e l s a r e m a d e f r o m finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
a n y other popular b r a n d .
T h i s is the m o s t important s t a t e m e n t
e v e r m a d e in a c i g a r e t t e a d v e r t i s e m e n t .
W e i g h its w o r d s . C o n s i d e r w h a t it
m e a n s . T h e n try C a m e l s .
C a m e l s are fresh . . . in the air-tight,
welded H u m i d o r P a c k .

JVO TRICKS
Jl/Sr
COSTLI£R
TOBACCOS
IN

A

MATCHLESS

BLEND

K

